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THE DEGREE-2 ABEL–JACOBI MAP FOR NODAL CURVES - I
MARCO PACINI
Abstract. Let f : C → B be a regular local smoothing of a nodal curve. In
this paper, we find a modular description of the Abel–Ne´ron map having values
in Esteves’s fine compactified Jacobian and extending the degree 2 Abel–Jacobi
map of the generic fiber of f .
1. Introduction
Let C be a smooth projective curve defined over an algebraically closed field k.
Let JC be the Jacobian variety of C. For every positive integer d and for every
line bundle P of degree d on C, the degree-d Abel map of C is the morphism
αdP : C
d → JC associating to a d-tuple (Q1, . . . , Qd) the isomorphism class of the
degree-0 line bundle P ⊗ OC(−
∑d
i=1Qi) on C. The degree-d Abel–Jacobi map of
C is the morphism αdOC(dP ), where P is a point of C. A well-known result of Abel
states that the fibers of the Abel map are projectivized complete linear series (up
to the natural action of the d-th symmetric group).
It is natural and useful to investigate how limit linear series degenerate when
C specializes to a singular curve. For example, the study of degenerations of limit
linear series to singular curves provided a proof of the celebrated Brill–Noether
Theorem (see [15]). A systematic theory of limit linear series for curves of com-
pact type was introduced by Eisenbud and Harris in [11]. Significant progresses
in describing limit canonical series were done by Esteves and Medeiros in [13] for
nodal curves with two components. Recently, Osserman introduced in [18] another
construction for the basic theory of limit linear series for curves of compact type.
Nevertheless, a general theory of limit linear series for singular curves is still not
available.
The Abel’s result suggests a possible new approach for the study of limit linear
series on singular curves. The relationship between limit linear series and fibers of
Abel maps has been explored in [14] for curves of compact type with two component.
However, a systematic study of limit linear series through Abel maps for more
complex types of curves should require the construction of degree-d Abel maps for
singular curves. We recall that degree-d Abel maps have been constructed only in
few cases: For integral curves in [1]; for stable curve and d = 1 in [6]; for Gorenstein
curves and d = 1 in [7]; for nodal curves with two components and two nodes and
d = 2 in [8]; for stable curves of compact type and any d in [10]. The general
problem is difficult and remains wide open, principally due to the combinatorial
complexity of some issues, as we will explain further down.
To better understand the problem, we resort to families of curves. More pre-
cisely, let C be a nodal curve defined over an algebraically closed field k and with
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irreducible components C1, . . . , Cp. Let f : C → B be a regular local smoothing
of C, i.e. a family of curves where C is smooth and where B be the spectrum of
a Henselian DVR (discrete valuation ring) with residue field k and quotient field
K, and such that f has special fiber isomorphic to C and smooth generic fiber
CK . Let σ : B → C be a section of f through the B-smooth locus of C such that
σ(Spec(k)) is contained in C1. Assume that E is a vector bundle on C of rank r > 0
and degree r(g − 1), where g is the genus of C. The vector bundle E is usually
called a polarization on C/B. Consider the compactified Jacobian JσE constructed
in [12] by Esteves, parametrizing degree-0 torsion-free rank 1 sheaves I on C/B
such that I|C is C1-quasistable with respect to E . This means that I|C satisfies
certain numerical conditions depending on the dual graph of C. We recall that JσE
is a proper B-scheme. Let CdK be the product of d copies of CK over B and, for
every line bundle P of relative degree d on C/B, consider the degree-d Abel map
αdP,K : C
d
K −→ J
σ
E ,
sending a d-tuple of points (Q1,K , . . . , Qd,K) on CK to P|CK ⊗OCK (−
∑d
i=1Qi,K).
It is worth to recall that other compactified Jacobians have been also employed as
targets of Abel maps, for example the one constructed by Caporaso in [4]. We can
see αdP,K as a rational map α
d
P,K : C
d
99K JσE , where C
d is the product of d copies of
C over B. The problem of constructing a geometrically meaningful Abel map for C
turns into the problem of describing a resolution of the rational map αdP,K through
a sequence of explicit blowups of Cd.
Since Abel maps exist for any nodal curve only in degree 1 (at least for certain
polarizations), the natural next step is to consider the degree-2 case. In [9], the
question whether or not it is possible to obtain a resolution of the rational map α2P,K
through a sequence of blowups along certain divisors of C2, is reduced to a series
of combinatorial issues. In this paper and in [19] we solve the posed combinatorial
problems when E is the canonical polarization on C/B (see Section 2) and for
P = I−2Σ|C , where IΣ|C is the ideal sheaf of Σ := σ(B), i.e. for the degree-2 Abel–
Jacobi map. The goal of the two papers is to prove that a resolution of the map
α2
I−2
Σ|C
,K
: C2 99K JσE can be obtained by taking the blowup of C
2 along products of
subcurves of C intersecting their complementary subcurves in 2 or 3 points.
A recent result of Busonero, Kass and Melo–Viviani (see [3], [16], [17]) shows that
the Ne´ron model of the Jacobian variety of the generic fiber of f is isomorphic to the
B-smooth locus of JσE . This is as an extension of a previous result of Caporaso on
compactified Jacobians and Ne´ron models (see [5]). The Ne´ron mapping property
(see Section 6) implies a natural extension
αdP : C˙
d −→ JσE
of the Abel map αdP,K , where C˙
d is the B-smooth locus of C ×B C. The morphism
αdP is known as Abel–Ne´ron map. Unfortunately, the definition of the Abel-Ne´ron
map αdP is not explicit and its modular interpretation turns out to be a necessary
step toward a geometrically meaningful resolution of the Abel map, as we shall see
in [19]. Indeed, we recall that the degree-1 Abel map has been constructed using
the modularity of the Abel–Ne´ron map in [6, Theorem 4.6]. To obtain a description
of αdP when E is the canonical polarization on C/B and P = I
−2
Σ|C , we are naturally
led to the following combinatorial question.
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Question. Let P , Q and Q′ be smooth points of C contained respectively in C1,
Ci and Cj , for some (i, j) in {1, . . . , p}2. Is it possible to find explicit integers
a1, . . . , ap such that the line bundle
OC(2P −Q−Q
′)⊗OC
(
−
p∑
i=1
aiCi
)
|C
on C is C1-quasistable?
The answer for the analogous question in degree 1 involves the construction of
a set of nested subcurves of C intersecting their complementary in 1 points (see [6,
Lemma 4.9]). We answer the posed question by constructing the set of nested tails
of C with respect to (i, j), consisting of certain subcurves of C explicitly given in
terms of P,Q,Q′. This set is easily computable, as Example 6.4 clearly illustrates.
The main results of the paper are stated in the following theorem.
Theorem. Let C be a nodal curve defined over an algebraically closed field k, with
irreducible components C1, . . . , Cp. Let f : C → B be a regular local smoothing of
C, where B is the spectrum of a Henselian DVR with residue field k. Fix smooth
points P , Q, and Q′ of C contained respectively in C1, Ci and Cj , where (i, j) is
in {1, . . . , p}2. If Ti,j is the set of nested tails of C with respect to (i, j), then the
invertible sheaf
OC(2P −Q−Q
′)⊗OC
− ∑
Z∈Ti,j
Z
 |C
on C is C1-quasistable. In particular, let σ : B → C be a section of f through the
B-smooth locus of C such that σ(Spec(k)) is contained in C1 and set Σ := σ(B). If
E is the canonical polarization on C/B, then the Abel–Ne´ron map α2
I−2
Σ|C
: C˙2 → JσE
is induced by the invertible sheaf L˙ on C˙2 ×B C/C˙2 defined in (15).
1.1. Notation and Terminology. We work over an algebraically closed field k.
A curve is a connected, projective and reduced scheme of dimension 1 over k. Let C
be a nodal curve. The genus of C is g = 1−χ(OC). We denote by ωC the dualizing
sheaf of C. We say that a subset ∆ of the set of nodes of C is a desconnecting subset
if the normalization of C at the points of ∆ is not connected. We say that a node
R of C is a desconnecting node if {R} is a desconnecting subset. A subcurve Z of
C is a nonempty union of irreducible components of C such that Z 6= C. If Z is
a subcurve of C, then its complementary subcurve is Zc := C \ Z. We call a point
in Z ∧Zc a terminal point of Z, and we set TermZ := Z ∩Zc and kZ := #TermZ .
Moreover, we set TermC = Term∅ = ∅.
Let Z and Z ′ be subcurves of a nodal curve C. We write Z ⊳ Z ′ if Z ( Z ′ and
TermZ ∩ TermZ′ is empty. Moreover, we write Z ∧ Z ′ to denote the union of the
irreducible components of C contained in Z ∩ Z ′. Notice that
(Z ∧ Z ′)c = Zc ∪ (Z ′)c.
If TermZ ∩TermZ′ is nonempty, we say that the pair (Z,Z ′) is terminal, or that Z
is Z ′-terminal, or that Z ′ is Z-terminal. Otherwise, we say that (Z,Z ′) is free. If
S is a set of subcurve of C, we say that Z is S-free if (Z,W ) is free, for every W in
S. We say that (Z,Z ′) is perfect if one of the following condition holds
Z ⊆ Z ′, Z ′ ⊆ Z, Zc ⊆ Z ′, Z ′ ⊆ Zc.
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If S is a set of subcurves of C, we say that Z is S-normalized if (Z,W ) is perfect,
for every Z-terminal subcurve W in S. For every node R of C, we let CR,1, CR,2
be the irreducible components of C containing R. If A and B are sets, we let
Diff(A,B) := (A∪B) \ (A∩B); we denote by A⊔B the disjoint union of A and B.
If I is a torsion-free rank 1 sheaf on C, its degree is deg I = χ(I)− χ(OC).
A family of nodal curves is a proper and flat morphism f : C → B whose geo-
metric fibers are nodal curves. We denote by ωf the relative dualizing sheaf of the
family. A local smoothing of a nodal curve C is a family of curves f : C → B, where
B is the spectrum of a Henselian DVR with residue field k and quotient field K and
such that f has special fiber isomorphic to C and smooth generic fiber. A regular
local smoothing f : C → B of C is a local smoothing of C with C smooth.
2. Jacobians and Abel–Jacobi maps for nodal curves
Let C be a genus g nodal curve with irreducible components C1, . . . , Cp. Let JC
be the Jacobian of C, a scheme parametrizing invertible sheaves of degree 0 on C.
We have a natural decomposition
JC =
∐
(d1,...,dp)∈Zp
d1+...+dp=0
J
(d1,...,dp)
C ,
where J
(d1,...,dp)
C is a connected component of JC parametrizing invertible sheaves I
on C such that degCi I = di, for i in {1, . . . , p}. In general, the scheme JC is neither
of finite type, nor compact. To consider a manageable compactification of it, we
resort to a semistability condition and to torsion-free rank 1 sheaves. Consider the
vector bundle
E :=

O
⊕(2g−3)
C ⊕ ω
⊗g−1
X if g ≥ 2
OC if g = 1
OC ⊕ ωC if g = 0
on C. The vector bundle E is called the canonical polarization on C. Let I be a
degree-0 torsion-free rank 1 sheaf on C. For every subcurve Z of C, we say that I
is semistable with respect to E at Z, or simply (canonically) semistable at Z, if
| degZ IZ | ≤
kZ
2
,
where IZ is the restiction of I to Z modulo torsion. Furthermore, for every subcurve
Z of C and every component Ci of C, we say that I is Ci-quasistable with respect
to E at Z, or simply (canonically) Ci-quasistable at Z, if I is semistable at Z and,
whenener Ci ⊆ Z, we have
βI(Z) := degZ IZ +
kZ
2
> 0.
Notice that βI(Z) ∈ Z +
1
2Z, for every subcurve Z of C. We say that I is Ci-
quasistable with respect to E, or simply (canonically) Ci-quasistable, if I is Ci-
quasistable at Z, for every subcurve Z of C. It follows from [12, Theorem A] that
there exists a scheme JCiC , which is of finite type and proper, parametrizing the set
of Ci-quasistable torsion-free rank 1 sheaves on C. We refer to [12] for more details
(see also [7, Section 2.3]). Notice that, assuming that I is invertible, it follows that
I is semistable at a subcurve Z of C if and only if I is semistable at Zc. Moreover,
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if I is invertible and Ci-quasistable at the connected components of a subcurve Z
of C, then I is Ci-quasistable at Z.
The definitions extend to families of curves in a natural way. Let f : C → B be a
family of nodal curves. Assume that there are sections σ1, . . . , σn : B → C through
the B-smooth locus of C such that, for every b ∈ B and for every irreducible
component Xb of f
−1(b), we have σi(b) ∈ Xb, for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Notice that
this condition is satisfied if f is a regular local smoothing of a nodal curve (see
[2, Proposition 5 of Section 2.3]). Let σ : B → C be a section of f through the
B-smooth locus of C. Consider the vector bundle
E :=

O
⊕(2g−3)
C ⊕ ω
⊗g−1
f if g ≥ 2
OC if g = 1
OC ⊕ ωf if g = 0
on C/B. The vector bundle E is called the canonical polarization on C/B. We say
that a torsion-free rank 1 sheaf I on C is σ-quasistable with respect to E , or simply
(canonically) σ-quasistable, if I|f−1(b) is Xb-quasistable, for every b ∈ B, where
Xb is the irreducible component of f
−1(b) such that σ(b) ∈ Xb. It follows from
[12, Theorems A and B] that there exists a scheme JσE which finely represents the
functor associating to a B-scheme T the set of equivalence classes of σT -quasistable
torsion-free rank 1 sheaves on C ×B T/T , where σT : T → C ×B T is the pull-back
of σ. Here, two torsion-free rank 1 sheaves I1 and I2 on C ×B T/T are equivalent if
there is an invertible sheafM on T such that I1 ≃ I2⊗p∗M , where p : C×B T → T
is the second projection. The scheme JσE is of finite type and proper over B.
Let f : C → B be a regular local smoothing of a nodal curve C, where B is
the spectrum of a Henselian DVR with quotient field K. Let E be the canonical
polarization on C/B. Let σ : B → C be a section through the B-smooth locus of C.
Set C2 := C ×B C and C
3 := C2 ×B C. Denote by ξ : C
3 → C and ρi : C
3 → C2 the
projection onto the last factor and that onto the product over B of the i-th and
last factor, for each i in {1, 2}. Let ∆ ⊂ C2 be the diagonal subscheme and, for
each i in {1, 2}, put
∆i := ρ
−1
i (∆)
and consider the ideal sheaf I∆i|C3 . Consider the ideal sheaf IΣ|C , where Σ := σ(B).
The degree 2 Abel–Jacobi map of the generic fiber CK of f is the morphism
(1) α2
I−2
Σ|C
,K
: CK ×B CK → J
σ
E
induced by the invertible sheaf
(ξ∗I−2Σ|C ⊗ I∆1|C3 ⊗ I∆2|C3)|CK×BCK×BC
on the family ρ : CK ×B CK ×B C → CK ×B CK , where ρ is the projection onto the
first and second factor.
3. Tails of nodal curves
In the literature, a tail of a nodal curve is a subcurve intersecting its complemen-
tary curve exactly at one point (see for example [6, Definition 4.1]). We need to
generalize the notion of tail of a nodal curve as follows.
Let Z be a subcurve of a nodal curve. We say that Z is a tail if Z and Zc are
connected. For a positive integer k, a k-tail is a tail Z such that kZ = k.
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Lemma 3.1. Let Z and Z ′ be subcurves of a nodal curve C. Then we have
(2) TermZ∧Z′ ∪TermZ∪Z′ ⊆ TermZ ∪ TermZ′ .
If (Z,Z ′) is free, then TermZ∧Z′ ∩TermZ∪Z′ is empty and the equality holds in (2).
Proof. Let R be a terminal point of Z∧Z ′, with CR,1 contained in Z ∧Z ′ and CR,2
in (Z ∧Z ′)c = Zc ∪ (Z ′)c. If CR,2 is contained in Zc (respectively in (Z ′)c), then R
is a terminal point of Z (respectively of Z ′). Similarly, any terminal point of Z∪Z ′
is a terminal point of either Z or Z ′. The proof of (2) is complete.
Suppose that (Z,Z ′) is free and, by contradiction, that there is a terminal point
R of both Z∧Z ′ and Z∪Z ′, with CR,1 contained in Z∧Z ′. Since R is in TermZ∪Z′
and CR,1 ⊆ Z ∪ Z ′, it follows that CR,2 ⊆ (Z ∪ Z ′)c = Zc ∧ (Z ′)c, and hence R is
a terminal point of both Z and Z ′, which contradicts the fact that (Z,Z ′) is free.
Suppose (Z,Z ′) free and R a terminal point of Z, with CR,1 contained in Z and
CR,2 in Z
c. Since (Z,Z ′) is free, we have two possibilities: either CR,1 ∪CR,2 ⊆ Z ′,
and hence R is a terminal point of Z ∧ Z ′, or CR,1 ∪ CR,2 ⊆ (Z ′)c, and hence R is
a terminal point of Z ∪ Z ′. Similarly, any terminal point of Z ′ is a terminal point
of either Z ∧ Z ′ or Z ∪ Z ′, and hence the other inclusion in (2) holds. 
Lemma 3.2. Let Z be a tail and W,W ′ be subcurves of a nodal curve C and set
A := TermW , B := TermW ′ . The following properties hold
(i) if W c is contained in W ′, then TermW∧W ′ is equal to Diff(A,B);
(ii) if W ′ is contained in W c, then TermW∪W ′ is equal to Diff(A,B);
(iii) if Z is contained in W ∧W ′, then TermZ ∩ (A∪B) is contained TermW∧W ′ ;
(iv) if W ∪W ′ is contained in Z, then TermZ∩(A∪B) is contained in TermW∪W ′ ;
(v) if W is contained in Z and W ′ in Zc, then TermW∪W ′ is equal to Diff(A,B).
Proof. Set X :=W ∧W ′ and X ′ :=W ∪W ′. The statement is clear if X is empty
or X ′ = C, thus we may assume X nonempty and X ′ different from C. The items
(ii) and (iv) follow by items (i) and (iii), by taking complementary subcurves.
We show (i). Suppose W c ⊆ W ′. Let R be a terminal point of X , with CR,1
contained in X and CR,2 in X
c =W c∪(W ′)c. It follows from (2) that R is in A∪B.
Moreover, either CR,2 ⊆W
c ⊆W ′, and hence R is not in B, or CR,2 ⊆ (W
′)c ⊆W ,
and hence R is not in A. Conversely, let R be in A \ B, with CR,1 contained in W
and CR,2 in W
c. Notice that CR,2 is contained in W
′ ∧Xc. Since R is not in B, it
follows that CR,1 ⊆ W ′, and hence CR,1 ⊆ W ∧W ′ = X . Since CR,1 is contained
in X and CR,2 in X
c, we see that R is a terminal point of X . Similarly, we have
that B \ A is contained in TermX .
We show (iii). Suppose Z ⊆ X . Let R be a terminal point of Z and W , with
CR,1 contained in Z and CR,2 in Z
c. Notice that CR,2 ⊆ Xc, otherwise CR,2 ⊆W ,
and hence R would be not a terminal point of W , a contradiction. Since CR,1 is
contained in X and CR,2 in X
c, it follows that R is a terminal point of X . One
can show similarly that the intersection of TermZ and B is contained in TermX .
We show (v). Suppose W ⊆ Z and W ′ ⊆ Zc, and consider a terminal point R of
X ′, with CR,1 contained in X
′ and CR,2 in (X
′)c =W c∧ (W ′)c. It follows from (2)
that R is in A∪B. Nevertheless, the node R is not in A∩B, otherwise CR,1 would
be contained in W ∧W ′ ⊆ Z ∧Zc, which is empty, a contradiction. Conversely, let
R be in A\B, with CR,1 contained in W and CR,2 in W c. Since W ∧W ′ is empty,
we have CR,1 ⊆ (W
′)c; since R is not in B, we see that CR,2 ⊆ (W
′)c. Therefore,
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CR,1 ⊆ W and CR,2 ⊆W c ∧ (W ′)c, and we conclude that R is a terminal point of
X ′. One can show similarly that B \ A is contained in X ′. 
Lemma 3.3. Let Z and Z ′ be tails of a nodal curve C such that kZ > 1 and
kZ′ > 1. Then the following properties hold
(i) if kZ∧Z′ is in {1, 2, 3}, then kZ∧Z′ > 1 and Z ∧ Z
′ is a tail;
(ii) if kZ∪Z′ is in {1, 2, 3}, then kZ∪Z′ > 1 and Z ∪ Z ′ is a tail;
(iii) if (Z,Z ′) is free, kZ∧Z′ ≥ 1, kZ∪Z′ ≥ 1 and (kZ , kZ′) = (2, 3), then kZ∧Z′ > 1,
kZ∪Z′ > 1, kZ∧Z′ + kZ∪Z′ = 5 and Z ∧ Z ′ and Z ∪ Z ′ are tails.
Proof. We prove (i). Suppose kZ∧Z′ is in {1, 2, 3}. Notice that kZ∧Z′ > 1, other-
wise, using (2), a terminal point of either Z or Z ′ would be a desconnecting node,
which is not possible because Z and Z ′ are tails. By contradiction, assume that
Z ∧ Z ′ is not a tail. Then there is a partition of TermZ∧Z′ into nonempty proper
subsets U and V which are desconnecting sets of nodes of C. Since kZ∧Z′ ≤ 3, one
between U and V has cardinality one. We know by (2) that U ∪ V is contained in
TermZ ∪TermZ′ , hence either Z or Z ′ has a desconnecting node as terminal point,
and this is a contradiction. The proof of (ii) is similar.
Suppose now that the hypotheses of (iii) hold. Arguing as in the proof of (i),
we have kZ∧Z′ > 1 and kZ∪Z′ > 1. Moreover, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that the
intersection of TermZ∧Z′ and TermZ∪Z′ is empty and
#(TermZ∧Z′ ∪TermZ∪Z′) = #(TermZ ∪ TermZ′) = 5,
where the second equality holds because (Z,Z ′) is free. We get kZ∧Z′ + kZ∪Z′ = 5,
then kZ∧Z′ and kZ∪Z′ are in {2, 3}; moreover, Z∧Z ′ and Z∪Z ′ are tails by (i). 
Lemma 3.4. Let Z be a tail of a nodal curve C. The following properties hold
(i) if TermZ ⊂ Z ′, for some tail Z ′ of C, then either Z ⊆ Z ′, or Zc ⊆ Z ′;
(ii) if #(TermZ ∩TermZ′) = kZ−1, for some tail Z ′ of C, then (Z,Z ′) is perfect;
(iii) if kZ ≥ 2, then (Z,Z ′) is free, for every 1-tail Z ′ of C.
Proof. We prove (i). Suppose TermZ ⊂ Z ′, where Z ′ is a tail. Write (Z ′)c =
W1 ∪W2, where W1 := (Z ′)c ∧ Z and W2 := (Z ′)c ∧ Zc. Notice that W1 and W2
are subcurves of (Z ′)c with no common components, hence W1 ∩W2 is contained
in (Z ′)c \ Z ′. On the other hand, we have W1 ∩W2 ⊆ Z ∩ Zc = TermZ ⊂ Z ′. We
conclude that W1 ∩W2 is empty. By contradiction, assume that Z is not contained
in Z ′ and that Zc is not contained in Z ′. It follows that W1 and W2 are nonempty,
and hence (Z ′)c is not connected, and this is a contradiction because Z ′ is a tail.
We now prove (ii) and (iii). If #(TermZ ∩ TermZ′) = kZ − 1, then either
TermZ ⊂ Z
′, or TermZ ⊂ (Z
′)c, and hence (Z,Z ′) is perfect by the first part of
the proof. If kZ ≥ 2, then any proper subset of TermZ is not a desconnecting set,
because Z is a tail, and hence (Z,Z ′) is free, for every 1-tail Z ′ of C. 
4. Sets of nested tails
Let f : C → B be a regular local smoothing of a nodal curve C with irreducible
components C1, . . . , Cp. Let P , Q, and Q
′ be smooth points of C, with P in C1.
We want to find explicit integers a1, . . . , ap such that the invertible sheaf
OC(2P −Q−Q
′)⊗OC
(
−
p∑
i=1
aiCi
)
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on C is C1-quasistable. Recall that a similar result for the line bundle OC(Q),
where Q is a smooth point of C, has been obtained via sets of 1-tails of C in [6,
Lemma 4.9]. To determine the integers in terms of the points P , Q, and Q′, we
need to introduce certain sets of k-tails of C, for k in {1, 2, 3}.
Let C be a nodal curve with irreducible components C1, . . . , Cp. Fix positive
integers r and s, and an r-tuple (i1, . . . , ir) in {1, . . . , p}r. We say that a set T is
a set of nested s-tails of C with respect to (i1, . . . , ir) if
T = {W0, . . . ,Wm},
where m is a non-negative integer and W0, . . . ,Wm are s-tails of C satisfying the
following conditions
(1) if t is in {0, . . . ,m}, then ∪ru=1Ciu and C1 are contained respectively in Wt
and W ct ;
(2) if m ≥ 1 and t is in {0, . . . ,m− 1}, then we have Wt ⊳Wt+1.
Fix i in {1, . . . , p}. Consider the following set of 1-tails
T 1i := {Z : kZ = 1, Ci ⊆ Z and C1 ⊆ Z
c}.
By [6, Lemma 4.3], T 1i is a sets of nested 1-tails of C with respect to (i).
Proposition 4.1. Let Z and Z ′ be 2-tails of a nodal curve C such that kZ∧Z′ ≥ 1
and kZ∪Z′ ≥ 1. Then Z ∧ Z ′ and Z ∪ Z ′ are 2-tails of C.
Proof. Suppose TermZ ⊂ Z
′. It follows from item (i) of Lemma 3.4 that either
Z ⊆ Z ′, or Zc ⊆ Z ′. If Z ⊆ Z ′, then Z ∧ Z ′ = Z and Z ∪ Z ′ = Z ′, and we are
done. If Zc ⊆ Z ′, then Z ∪ Z ′ = C, a contradiction. We can argue similarly if one
of the following conditions holds: TermZ′ ⊂ Z, TermZ ⊂ (Z ′)c, TermZ′ ⊂ Zc.
By the first part of the proof, we may assume that TermZ is equal to {R,S}, with
R and S not contained respectively in Z ′ and (Z ′)c, and that TermZ′ is equal to
{R′, S′}, with R′ and S′ not contained respectively in Z and Zc. As a consequence,
the intersection {R,R′} ∩ (Z ∧ Z ′) is empty, and CS,1 ∪ CS,2 and CS′,1 ∪ CS′,2 are
contained respectively in Z ′ and Z, hence we deduce that
{R,R′} ∩ TermZ∧Z′ = {S, S
′} ∩ TermZ∪Z′ = ∅.
It follows from (2) that TermZ∧Z′ is contained in {S, S′} and TermZ∪Z′ in {R,R′},
and items (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3.3 implies that Z ∧Z ′ and Z ∪Z ′ are 2 tails. 
Fix (i, j) in {1, . . . , p}2. Consider the following set of 2-tails
S2i,j := {Z : Z is a 2-tail of C such that Ci ∪ Cj ⊆ Z and C1 ⊆ Z
c}.
If S2i,j is nonempty, set W
2
0 := ∧Z∈S2i,jZ. It follows from Proposition 4.1 that
W 20 is in S
2
i,j . For every positive integer m, define inductively
S2i,j,m := {Z : Z ∈ S
2
i,j and W
2
m−1 ⊳ Z}
and, if S2i,j,m is nonempty, we let
W 2m := ∧Z∈S2i,j,mZ.
It follows from (2) that if Z,Z ′, Z ′′ are subcurve of C such that Z⊳Z ′ and Z⊳Z ′′,
then Z ⊳ Z ′ ∧ Z ′′. Hence, Proposition 4.1 implies that W 2m is in S
2
i,j,m, for every
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positive integer m such that S2i,j,m is nonempty. Let M be the maximum positive
integer such that S2i,j,M is nonempty and consider the set
T 2i,j := {W
2
0 , . . . ,W
2
M}.
We call T 2i,j the set of nested 2-tail of C with respect to (i, j).
Corollary 4.2. Let C be a nodal curve with irreducible components C1, . . . Cp. Let
T 2i,j be the set of nested 2-tails of C with respect to (i, j), where (i, j) is in {1, . . . , p}
2.
If Z is a 2-tail of C such that Ci ∪ Cj and C1 are contained respectively in Z and
Zc, then there is a Z-terminal tail in T 2i,j which is contained in Z.
Proof. By the definition of T 2i,j , the tail W
2
0 of T
2
i,j is contained in Z. The result
simply follows by observing that, if W 2m is the maximal tail of T
2
i,j contained in Z
for m ≥ 0, then W 2m is Z-terminal. Indeed, if the pair (W
2
m, Z) were free, then
W 2m ⊳ Z, and hence W
2
m ⊳W
2
m+1 ⊆ Z, contradicting the maximality of W
2
m. 
In the sequel, we will define sets of nested 3-tails of C. The following example
shows that it is necessary to introduce an additional condition to get the result
stated in Proposition 4.1 for 3-tails.
Example 4.3. It is possible that kZ∧Z′ = 2 and kZ∪Z′ = 4, for 3-tails Z and Z
′
of a nodal curve C. For example, let C = C1 ∪ C2 ∪ C3 ∪ C4, where #C1 ∩ C4 =
#C2∩C3 = 0, and #C1∩Ci = 2 and #Ci∩C4 = 1, for i ∈ {2, 3}. Then Z = C2∪C4
and Z ′ = C3 ∪C4 are 3-tails of C such that kZ∧Z′ = kC4 = 2 and kZ∪Z′ = kC1 = 4.
Notice that T 24,4 = {C4}. Indeed, the crucial fact here is that Z and Z
′ are the
3-tails of C containing C4 and not containing C1, and both tails are T 24,4-terminal.
Lemma 4.4. Let Z and Z ′ be 3-tails of a nodal curve C such that kZ∧Z′ ≥ 1 and
kZ∪Z′ ≥ 1. Then the following properties hold
(i) if #(TermZ′ ∩ Z) = 2, then kZ∪Z′ is in {2, 3}.
(ii) if #(TermZ′ ∩ Z) = #(TermZ ∩ Z ′) = 1, then kZ∧Z′ = 2.
Proof. Write TermZ = {R,S, T } and TermZ′ = {R′, S′, T ′}.
We show (i). Suppose #(TermZ′ ∩ Z) = 2, with {R′, S′} contained in Z and T ′
not contained in Z. Let us prove that kZ∪Z′ is in {2, 3}. We distinguish two cases.
Assume TermZ ∩ TermZ′ = 2. It follows from item (ii) Lemma 3.4 that (Z,Z
′) is
perfect, hence one of the following conditions holds
Z ⊆ Z ′, Z ′ ⊆ Z, Zc ⊆ Z ′, Z ′ ⊆ Zc.
We are done if the first or the second condition holds. If Zc ⊆ Z ′, then Z ∪ Z ′ =
C, while if Z ′ ⊆ Zc, then Z ∧ Z ′ is empty, and we get a contradiction in both
cases. Assume TermZ ∩ TermZ′ 6= 2, with R′ in Z and S′ not in Zc. We have
CS′,1 ∪ CS′,2 ⊆ Z, and hence S
′ is not a terminal point of Z ∪ Z ′. Moreover, Z ′
is connected, because it is a tail. Since S′ is not in Zc and T ′ is not in Z, there
is a terminal point U of Z such that CU,1 ∪ CU,2 ⊆ Z ′. As a consequence, we see
that U is not a terminal point of Z ∪ Z ′, and it follows from (2) that TermZ∪Z′ is
contained in {R,S, T,R′, T ′} \ {U}, for U in {R,S, T }. Since Z and Z ′ are 3-tails,
the set TermZ ∪ TermZ′ contains no separating nodes. Thus, using again (2), we
have kZ∪Z′ > 1. To conclude the proof of (i), we need only show that kZ∪Z′ ≤ 3.
If R′ is not a terminal point of Z, then R′ is not in Zc and hence CR′,1 ∪ CR′,2 is
contained in Z. In this case, R′ is not a terminal point of Z ∪Z ′, hence kZ∪Z′ ≤ 3.
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On the other hand, if R′ is a terminal point of Z, then either R′ = U and it is not
a terminal point of Z ∪ Z ′, or R′ is in {R,S, T } \ {U}. In any case, the inclusion
TermZ∪Z′ ⊆ {R,S, T, T ′} \ {U} holds, hence kZ∪Z′ ≤ 3.
Suppose #(TermZ′∩Z) = #(TermZ∩Z ′) = 1, where {R′, S′}∩Z and {R,S}∩Z ′
are empty sets. Then {R,S,R′, S′} intersects (Z ∧ Z ′), and hence TermZ∧Z′ , in
the empty set. Therefore, from (2), we see that the inclusion TermZ∧Z′ ⊆ {T, T ′}
holds. Arguing as for Z ∪ Z ′, we have kZ∧Z′ > 1, hence kZ∧Z′ = 2. 
Let C be a nodal curve with irreducible components C1, . . . , Cp. For every (i, j)
in {1, . . . , p}2, consider the set
S3i,j := {Z : Z is a T
2
i,j -free 3-tail of C such that Ci ∪ Cj ⊆ Z and C1 ⊆ Z
c}.
Proposition 4.5. Let C be a nodal curve with irreducible components C1, . . . , Cp
and let (i, j) be in {1, . . . , p}2. If Z,Z ′ are in S3i,j , then Z ∧ Z
′ is in S3i,j.
Proof. Of course, Ci∪Cj and C1 are contained respectively in Z∧Z ′ and (Z∧Z ′)c.
We claim that Z ∧ Z ′ is T 2i,j-free. Indeed, for every W in T
2
i,j , using (2) we have
(3) TermW ∩ TermZ∧Z′ ⊆ TermW ∩ (TermZ ∪ TermZ′).
Since Z and Z ′ are T 2i,j-free, the right hand side of (3) must be empty, and the
claim follows. Therefore, to conclude the proof, we only need to show that Z ∧ Z ′
is a 3-tail; since kZ∧Z′ ≥ 1, using item (i) of Lemma 3.3, we see that it suffices that
kZ∧Z′ = 3. We distinguish three cases.
Suppose #(Term(Z′)c ∩ Z
c) = 3, i.e. Term(Z′)c is contained in Z
c. It follows
from item (i) of Lemma 3.4 that either (Z ′)c ⊆ Zc, and hence Z ∧ Z ′ = Z, or
Z ′ ⊆ Zc, and we get a contradiction, because Ci is contained in Z ′ \ Zc, and we
are done. Arguing in the same fashion and using that C1 is contained in (Z ′)c \ Z,
we are done if either #(Term(Z′)c ∩ Z
c) = 0, or #(TermZc ∩ (Z ′)c) is in {0, 3}.
Suppose either #(Term(Z′)c ∩ Z
c) = 2, or #(TermZc ∩ (Z ′)c) = 2. Since
kZc∧(Z′)c = kZ∪Z′ ≥ 1 and kZc∪(Z′)c = kZ∧Z′ ≥ 1, it follows from item (i) of
Lemma 4.4 that kZ∧Z′ is in {2, 3}. By contradiction, assume that kZ∧Z′ = 2. Then
item (i) of Lemma 3.3 implies that Z ∧ Z ′ is a 2-tail. Since Ci ∪ Cj and C1 are
contained respectively in Z ∧ Z ′ and (Z ∧ Z ′)c, it follows from Corollary 4.2 that
there is a (Z ∧ Z ′)-terminal tail W in T 2i,j . Therefore we get
∅ 6= TermW ∩ TermZ∧Z′ ⊆ TermW ∩ (TermZ ∪ TermZ′),
In this way, at least one between Z and Z ′ is not T 2i,j-free, yielding a contradiction.
Suppose #(Term(Z′)c ∩ Z
c) = #(TermZc ∩ (Z
′)c) = 1. It follows from item (ii)
of Lemma 4.4 that kZ∪Z′ = kZc∧(Z′)c = 2. Hence item (ii) of Lemma 3.3 implies
that Z ∪ Z ′ is a 2-tail. Since Ci ∪ Cj and C1 are contained respectively in Z ∪ Z ′
and (Z ∪Z ′)c, it follows from Corollary 4.2 that there is a (Z ∪Z ′)-terminal tail W
in T 2i,j . Arguing as in Case 2, at least one between Z and Z
′ is not T 2i,j-free, again
a contradiction. The proof of the proposition is now complete. 
Let C be a nodal curve with irreducible components C1, . . . , Cp and let (i, j) be
in {1, . . . , p}2. If S3i,j is nonempty, setW
3
0 := ∧Z∈S3i,jZ. It follows from Proposition
4.5 that W 30 is in S
3
i,j . For every positive integer m, define inductively
S3i,j,m := {Z : Z ∈ S
3
i,j and W
3
m−1 ⊳ Z}.
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and, if S3i,j,m is nonempty, we let
W 3m := ∧Z∈S3i,j,mZ.
Arguing as for the set of nested 2-tail of C, the tail W 3m is in S
3
i,j,m, for every m
such that S3i,j,m is nonempty. Let N be the maximum positive integer such that
S3i,j,N is non empty, and consider the set
T 3i,j := {W
3
0 , . . .W
3
N}.
We call T 3i,j the set of nested 3-tail of C with respect to (i, j).
For every (i, j) in {1, . . . , p}2, we set
(4) Ti,j := T
1
i,j ⊔ T
2
i,j ⊔ T
3
i,j .
where T 1i,j := T
1
i ⊔T
1
j . We call Ti,j the set of nested tails of C with respect to (i, j).
Corollary 4.6. Let C be a nodal curve with irreducible components C1, . . . , Cp.
Let T 2i,j and T
3
i,j be the sets of nested 2-tails and 3-tails of C with respect to (i, j),
where (i, j) is in {1, . . . , p}2. If Z is a 3-tail of C such that Ci ∪ Cj and C1 are
contained respectively in Z and Zc, then there is a Z-terminal tail W in T 2i,j ∪T
3
i,j;
if kW = 3, then W is contained in Z.
Proof. If Z is not T 2i,j -free, then we are done. If Z is T
2
i,j-free, then, by the definition
of T 3i,j , the tail W
3
0 is contained in Z. Arguing as in the proof of Corollary 4.2, the
maximal tail of T 3i,j contained in Z is Z-terminal, and hence we are done. 
5. Further results on tails of nodal curves
Throughout this section, C will be a nodal curve with irreducible components
C1, . . . , Cp, and T
2
i,j , T
3
i,j will be respectively the sets of nested 2-tails and 3-tails of
C with respect to (i, j), for (i, j) in {1, . . . , p}2.
Lemma 5.1. Let Z be a tail of C with kZ ≥ 3. Then there are no Z-terminal tails
W in T 2i,j and W
′ in T 3i,j such that W ∪W
′ ⊆ Z.
Proof. Suppose by contradiction that there are Z-terminal tails W in T 2i,j and W
′
in T 3i,j such that W ∪W
′ ⊆ Z. Set X := W ∧W ′. It follows from item (iii) of
Lemma 3.3 that X is a tail with kX equal to 2 or 3. We distinguish two cases.
Case 1. Assume that X is a 2-tail. Since Ci ∪ Cj and C1 are contained respec-
tively in X and Xc, it follows from Corollary 4.2 that there is a X-terminal tail
W ′′ in T 2i,j contained in X .
We claim thatW ′′ is different fromW . SinceW ′ is contained in Z, it follows that
TermZ ∩W ′ ⊆ TermW ′ , and hence TermZ ∩TermW ∩W ′ ⊆ TermW ∩TermW ′ = ∅,
where the last equality holds because (W,W ′) is free. On the other hand, W is
Z-terminal, hence
(5) TermZ ∩TermW ⊂W \W
′.
The left hand side of (5) is nonempty, hence W ′′ ⊆ X (W , and the claim follows.
Using (2), we have
(6) TermW ′′ ∩ TermX ⊆ TermW ′′ ∩ (TermW ∪ TermW ′).
Since the left hand side of (6) is nonempty, we have that either (W,W ′′), or
(W ′,W ′′) are terminal, which is a contradiction to the definition of T 2i,j and T
3
i,j .
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Case 2. Assume that X is a 3-tail. It follows from item (iii) of Lemma 3.3 that
kW∪W ′ = 2. Furthermore, it follows from item (iv) of Lemma 3.2 that
(7) TermZ ∩ (TermW ∪ TermW ′) ⊆ TermW∪W ′ .
The left hand side of (7) has cardinality at least 2, becauseW andW ′ are Z-terminal
and (W,W ′) is free. Therefore, the equality holds in (7), because kW∪W ′ = 2. It
follows that TermW∪W ′ is a desconnecting subset of TermZ of cardinality 2, which
is a contradiction because Z is a tail such that kZ ≥ 3. 
Lemma 5.2. Let Z be a tail of C with kZ ≥ 4. There are no Z-terminal tails W
in T 2i,j and W
′ in T 3i,j such that Z ⊆W ∧W
′ and #(TermW ′ ∩ TermZ) = 2.
Proof. Suppose by contradiction that there are Z-terminal tails W in T 2i,j and W
′
in T 3i,j such that Z ⊆ W ∧W
′ and #(TermW ′ ∩ TermZ) = 2. Set X := W ∧W ′.
It follows from item (iii) of Lemma 3.3 that X is a tail such that kX is 2 or 3, and
from item (iii) of Lemma 3.2 that
(8) TermZ ∩ (TermW ∪TermW ′) ⊆ TermX .
The left hand side of (8) is a set of cardinality at least 3, because (W,W ′) is
free. Since kX ≤ 3, the equality holds in (8) and hence X is a 3-tail. It follows that
TermX is a desconnecting subset of TermZ of cardinality 3, which is a contradiction
because Z is a tail with kZ ≥ 4. 
Lemma 5.3. Let Z be a tail of C. There are no distinct tails W and W ′ of C,
with kW = 2 and kW ′ = 3, and satisfying the following conditions
(i) the pair (W,W ′) is free;
(ii) the tail Z is contained in W ∧W ′;
(iii) the set of terminal points of Z is contained in TermW ∪TermW ′ ;
(iv) the tail Z is different from W ∧W ′ and kW∪W ′ ≥ 1.
Proof. Suppose that there are distinct tails W and W ′, with kW = 2 and kW ′ =
3, and contradicting the statement of the lemma. Notice that kW∧W ′ ≥ 1 and
kW∪W ′ ≥ 1. Set X := W ∧W ′. Since (W,W ′) is free, it follows from item (iii) of
Lemma 3.3 that X is a tail. On the other hand, item (iii) of Lemma 3.2 implies
that the following inclusion holds
(9) TermZ ∩ (TermW ∪TermW ′) ⊆ TermX .
Since the set of terminal points of Z is contained in TermW ∪TermW ′ , the left hand
side of (9) is equal to TermZ . It follows that the set of terminal points of Z is a
desconnecting subset of TermX , hence TermZ is equal to TermX , because X is a
tail. Since Z ⊆ X , we get that Z is equal to X , which is a contradiction. 
Lemma 5.4. Let Z and W be tails of C such that kZ = 4 and W is in T 3i,j . Assume
W contained in Z and #(TermZ ∩ TermW ) = 2. The following properties hold
(i) there are no tails W ′ in T 3i,j and W
′′ in T 2i,j such that Z ⊆W
′ ∧W ′′ and
#(TermZ ∩TermW ′) = #(TermZ ∩ TermW ′′) = 1.
(ii) there are no tails W ′ in T 3i,j such that Z ⊆W
′ and #(TermZ ∩TermW ′) = 2.
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Proof. Write TermZ = {R,S, T, U} and TermW = {R,S, V }, with V different from
T and U . Suppose there are W ′ in T 3i,j and W
′′ in T 2i,j contradicting the statement
of item (i). Notice thatW is different fromW ′ andW ′′. Write TermW ′ = {T, F,G}
and TermW ′′ = {U,H}, where {F,G,H} ∩ TermZ is empty. Set X1 := W ′ ∧W ′′,
X2 := X1 ∧ Z
c and X3 := X2 ∪W .
We claim that X3 is a 2-tail. It follows from item (iii) of Lemma 3.2 that T
and U are terminal points of X1, and from item (iii) of Lemma 3.3 that X1 is a
tail such that kX1 is 2 or 3. Notice that the terminal points of X1 are not T and
U , otherwise TermX1 would be a desconnecting subset of TermZ of cardinality 2,
which is not possible because Z is a 4-tail. Therefore, X1 is a 3-tail with T , U and
K as terminal points, where K is in {F,G,H}. It follows from item (i) of Lemma
3.2 that the terminal points of X2 are R, S and K, hence item (i) of Lemma 3.3
implies that X2 is a 3-tail. Moreover, it follows from item (ii) of Lemma 3.2 that
the terminal points of X3 are V and K, and item (ii) of Lemma 3.3 implies that
X3 is a 2-tail, concluding the proof of the claim.
Notice that Ci ∪ Cj and C1 are contained respectively in X3 and X
c
3 . Since X3
is a 2-tail, it follows from Corollary 4.2 that there is a tail Ŵ in T 2i,j contained in
X3 and such that
(10) Term
Ŵ
∩ {V,K} 6= ∅
Notice that T ∈ TermX1 \ TermX2 . In particular, T is not in X2, because X2 is
contained in X1. Similarly, we have that T is not in W . In this way, we obtain
T ∈ W ′′ \X3 ⊆ W ′′ \ Ŵ , hence W ′′ is different from Ŵ . Thus, (W ′′, Ŵ ) is free,
and hence it follows from (10) that either (Ŵ ,W ) or (Ŵ ,W ′) is terminal, which is
a contradiction. This completes the proof of the item (i).
Suppose now there is W ′ in T 3i,j contradicting the statement of item (ii). Notice
that W is different form W ′. Write TermW ′ = {T, U, F}, with F different from R
and S. Define X1 :=W
′∧Zc and X2 := X1∪W . It follows from item (i) of Lemma
3.2 that R, S and F are the terminal points of X1 and from item (i) of Lemma
3.3 that X1 is a 3-tail. Using item (ii) of Lemma 3.2, we have that V and F are
the terminal points of X2, hence item (ii) of Lemma 3.3 implies that X2 is a 2-tail.
Notice that Ci∪Cj and C1 are contained respetively in X2 and Xc2 , hence it follows
from Corollary 4.2 that there is a X2-terminal tail Ŵ in T 2i,j . We conclude that at
least a pair between (W, Ŵ ) and (W ′, Ŵ ) is terminal, which is a contradiction. 
Lemma 5.5. Let Z be a T 2i,j-normalized tail of C such that kZ is in {2, 3, 4} and
Ci ∪ Cj ⊆ Zc. Let W be a tail in T 2i,j ∪ T
3
i,j such that Z ⊆W and such that
#(TermZ ∩ TermW ) =
{
1 if kZ = 2;
2 if kZ is 3 or 4.
Then there is a Z-terminal tail W ′ in T 2i,j ∪ T
3
i,j contained in Z
c.
Proof. Notice that if kW = 2, then kZ = 2. In fact, if kW = 2 and kZ is 3 or 4, then
#(TermZ ∩TermW ) = 2, and hence TermW is a desconnecting subset of cardinality
2 of TermZ , which is a contradiction, because Z is a tail with kZ ≥ 3.
Set A := TermZ , B := TermW and X := Zc ∧W . It follows from item (i) of
Lemma 3.2 that TermX = Diff(A,B), and hence kX is 2 or 3. Therefore, item (i) of
Lemma 3.3 implies that X is a tail. Since Ci∪Cj and C1 are contained respectively
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in X and Xc, it follows from Corollaries 4.2 and 4.6 that there is a X-terminal tail
W ′ in T 2i,j ∪ T
3
i,j . Moreover, if kX = 2, we can choose W
′ such that kW ′ = 2 and
W ′ ⊆ X , while if kW ′ = 3, we can choose W ′ such that W ′ ⊆ X .
We distinguish three cases. In the first case, we have kW = 2. It follows that
kZ = 2, then kX = #Diff(A,B) = 2, and hence kW ′ = 2 with W
′ ⊆ X ⊆ Zc.
In particular, W is different from W ′, and hence (W,W ′) is free. Since W ′ is X-
terminal, using (2) we see that W ′ is Z-terminal, and we are done. In the second
case, we have kW ′ = 3. It follows that W
′ ⊆ X ⊆ Zc, then W is different form W ′.
As in the first case, we see that W ′ is Z-terminal, and we are done. In the third
case, we have kW = 3 and kW ′ = 2. Again, W is different from W
′, hence as in
the first case, we see that W ′ is Z-terminal. Since Z is T 2i,j-normalized, one of the
following conditions holds
W ′ ⊆ Z, Z ⊆W ′, Zc ⊆W ′, W ′ ⊆ Zc.
The first possibility does not hold, because Ci is contained in W ′ \ Z. Assume that
Z ⊆W ′: If kZ = 4, then we get a contradiction to Lemma 5.2, while if kZ is 2 or 3,
we get a contradiction to Lemma 5.3. The third possibility does not hold, because
C1 ⊆W c ⊆ Zc, while C1 ⊆ (W ′)c. It follows that W ′ ⊆ Zc, and we are done. 
Lemma 5.6. Let Z be a T 2i,j-normalized 3-tail of C such that Ci ∪ Cj ∪ C1 ⊆ Z
c.
Let W be a Z-terminal tail in T 3i,j contained in Z
c, with #(TermZ ∩ TermW ) = 2.
Then there is a Z-terminal tail W ′ in T 2i,j such that Z ⊆W
′.
Proof. Set TermZ = {R,S, T } and TermW = {R,S, U}, with U different form T .
It follows from item (ii) of Lemma 3.2 that T and U are the terminal points of
Z ∪W , hence item (ii) of Lemma 3.3 implies that Z ∪W is a 2-tail. Since Ci ∪Cj
and C1 are contained respectively in Z∪W and (Z∪W )
c, it follows from Corollary
4.2 that there is a (Z ∪W )-terminal tail W ′ in T 2i,j such that W
′ ⊆ Z ∪W . Since
(W,W ′) is free, it follows from (2) that W ′ is Z-terminal. By the hypothesis, Z is
T 2i,j-normalized, hence one of the following conditions holds
W ′ ⊆ Z, Zc ⊆W ′, W ′ ⊆ Zc, Z ⊆W ′.
The first and the second possibility do not hold, because Ci ∪ Cj and C1 are con-
tained respectively in W ′ \ Z and Zc \W ′. The third one does not hold as well,
as we can see by applying Lemma 5.1 to Zc. Thus, we have Z ⊆ W ′, and we are
done. 
Lemma 5.7. Let Z be a T 2i,j-normalized tail of C such that kZ is in {3, 4} and
Ci ∪ Cj ∪C1 ⊆ Zc. Let W in T 2i,j and W
′ in T 3i,j be such that Z ⊆W ∧W
′ and
#(TermZ ∩ TermW ) = #(TermZ ∩ TermW ′) = 1.
Then there is a Z-terminal tail W ′′ in T 2i,j ∪ T
3
i,j contained in Z
c.
Proof. Set X :=W ∧W ′ and X ′ := X ∧ Zc. Write
TermZ = {R,S, T } if kZ = 3 and TermZ = {R,S, T, U} if kZ = 4
where TermW = {R, V } and V is not a terminal point of Z, and where the inter-
section of TermZ and TermW ′ consists of S.
It follows from items (iii) of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 that X is a tail with R and
S as terminal points and such that kX is 2 or 3. In particular, kX = 3, otherwise
{R,S} would be a proper desconnecting subset of TermZ , which is a contradiction.
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Thus, we can write TermX = {R,S,K}, where K is in TermW ∪TermW ′ and K is
different from R and S.
Using again item (i) of Lemma 3.2 we have that kX′ is 2 or 3. Therefore, it
follows from item (i) of Lemma 3.3 that X ′ is a tail. Notice that Ci ∪ Cj and C1
are contained respectively in X ′ and (X ′)c, hence Corollaries 4.2 and 4.6 imply the
existence of a X ′-terminal tail W ′′ in T 2i,j ∪ T
3
i,j . Moreover, if kX′ = 2 or kW ′′ = 3,
we can choose W ′′ such that W ′′ ⊆ X ′, and hence we are done in this case. Thus,
we can assume kX′ = 3 and kW ′′ = 2. In particular, we have kZ = 4 and that T ,
U , K are the terminal points of X ′.
Notice that W is different from W ′′, otherwise W should be X ′-terminal, and
hence V = K, which implies that TermW ( TermX : This is a contradiction because
X is a tail. In particular, either W ⊳W ′′, or W ′′⊳W , because W andW ′′ are tails
in T 2i,j . Since W
′′ is X ′-terminal and (W,W ′′) and (W ′,W ′′) are free, it follows
that W ′′ is Z-terminal. The tail Z is T 2i,j -normalized, then one of the following
conditions holds
Z ⊆W ′′, W ′′ ⊆ Z, Zc ⊆W ′′, W ′′ ⊆ Zc.
If Z ⊆ W ′′, then Z ⊆ W ∧W ′′, and hence either Z ⊆ W ⊳W ′′, or Z ⊆ W ′′ ⊳W ,
which is a contradiction because W and W ′′ are Z-terminal. The second and the
third case do not hold, because Ci∪Cj and C1 are contained respectively inW ′′ \ Z
and Zc \W ′′. It follows that W ′′ ⊆ Zc, and we are done. 
6. Extending the degree 2 Abel–Jacobi map
Throughout this section, we fix a regular local smoothing f : C → B of a nodal
curve C with irreducible components C1, . . . , Cp, where B is the spectrum of a
Henselian DVR with residue field k and quotient field K. We let E be the canonical
polarization on C/B and σ : B → C be a section of f through the B-smooth locus
of C such that σ(Spec(k)) is contained in C1. Moreover, for (i, j) in {1, . . . , p}
2,
let Ti,j be the set of nested tails of C with respect to (i, j) defined in (4); we set
Σ := σ(B) and
(11) OTi,j := OC
− ∑
Z∈Ti,j
Z
⊗OC
Let JCK be the Jacobian of the generic fiber CK of f . Recall that the Ne´ron model
of JCK is a B-scheme N(JCK ), smooth and separated over B, whose generic fiber
is isomorphic to JCK and uniquely determined by the following universal property
(the Ne´ron mapping property): for every B-smooth scheme Z with generic fiber ZK
and for every K-morphism uK : ZK → JCK , there is a unique extension of uK to a
morphism u : Z → N(JCK ) (for more details on Ne´ron models, see [2]).
The Jacobian JCK is an open subset of Esteves’s compactified Jacobian J
σ
E intro-
duced in Section 2. The following result, due to Busonero, Kass and Melo–Viviani,
states a relationship between JσE and N(JCK ).
Theorem 6.1. The B-smooth locus of JσE is isomorphic to the Ne´ron model of
JCK .
Proof. See [3], [16, Theorem A] and [17, Theorem 3.1]. 
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Let C˙2 be the B-smooth locus of C ×B C. Since C˙2 is B-smooth, combining the
Ne´ron mapping property and Theorem 6.1, we obtain a natural extension
(12) α2
I−2
Σ|C
: C˙2 −→ JσE
of the degree 2 Abel–Jacobi map α2
I−2
Σ|C
,K
defined in (1). As in [6], we call α2
I−2
Σ|C
the
Abel–Ne´ron map. Although the definition of the Abel–Ne´ron map is natural, it is
not explicit. To get a modular description of α2
I−2
Σ|C
, we need the following Lemma.
Proposition 6.2. Let C be a nodal curve with irreducible components C1, . . . , Cp.
Fix smooth points P , Q and Q′ of C contained respectively in C1, Ci and Cj , where
(i, j) is in {1, . . . , p}2. Then OC(2P −Q−Q
′)⊗OTi,j is C1-quasistable if and only
if OC(2P −Q−Q′)⊗OTi,j is C1-quasistable at every Ti,j-normalized tail of C.
Proof. The “only if” part of the statement is trivial. Let us prove the “if” part of
the statement. Set L := OC(2P −Q−Q′)⊗OTi,j .
First Step. Suppose that Z is a T 3i,j -normalized subcurve of C with connected
components Z1, . . . , Zc, where c ≥ 1.
For every s in {1, . . . , c}, we claim that Zs is T 3i,j -normalized. Indeed, assume
that Zs is Z
′-terminal, where Z ′ is in T 3i,j . Then Z is Z
′-terminal, and hence one
of the following conditions holds
Z ′ ⊆ Z, Zc ⊆ Z ′, Z ⊆ Z ′, Z ′ ⊆ Zc.
If Z ′ ⊆ Z (respectively Zc ⊆ Z ′), then either Z ′ ⊆ Zs or Z ′ ⊆ Zcs (respectively
either (Z ′)c ⊆ Zs or (Z ′)c ⊆ Zcs), because Z
′ is a tail. If Z ⊆ Z ′ (respectively
Z ′ ⊆ Zc), then Zs ⊆ Z
′ (respectively Z ′ ⊆ Zcs). In any case, (Zs, Z
′) is perfect.
Second Step. Suppose that L is C1-quasistable at every T 3i,j-normalized tail of
C. We claim that L is C1-quasistable at every T 3i,j -normalized subcurve of C.
By contradiction, assume that L is not C1-quasistable at a T 3i,j -normalized sub-
curve Z. In particular, Z is not a tail and L is not C1-quasistable at least at one
connected component of Z. If Z1, . . . , Zc are the connected components of Z, where
c ≥ 1, then we can assume that L is not C1-quasistable at Z1. It follows from the
first step that Z1 is T 3i,j-normalized. Let Y1, . . . , Yd be the connected components of
Zc1, where d ≥ 1. Notice that Y1, . . . , Yd are tails of C. Since Z1 is T
3
i,j -normalized
and connected and since L is not C1-quasistable at Z1, we have that Z
c
1 is T
3
i,j -
normalized and d ≥ 2. In particular, it follows again from the first step that Yt
is T 3i,j-normalized, for every t in {1, . . . , d}. Since Yt is a tail of C, we get that
L is C1-quasistable at Yt, for every t in {1, . . . , d}, which implies that L is C1-
quasistable at Zc1 . It follows that L is semistable and not C1-quasistable at Z1, and
hence βL(Z1) = 0 and C1 ⊆ Z1. Recall that Y c1 is a tail and Y
c
1 = Z1 ∪ Y2 · · · ∪ Yd.
Since Y1 is T 3i,j-normalized, we get that Y
c
1 is T
3
i,j-normalized. In particular, L is
C1-quasistable at Y
c
1 , and hence βL(Y
c
1 ) > 0, because C1 ⊆ Y
c
1 .
On the other hand, the condition βL(Z1) = 0 implies degL(Z
c
1) = kZ1/2. Since
Y1, . . . , Yd are the connected components of Z
c
1 , it follows that
∑d
t=1 degL Yt =∑d
t=1 kYt/2. Since L is C1-quasistable at every Yt, we have degL(Yt) ≤ kYt/2,
hence necessarily degL(Yt) = kYt/2, for every t in {1, . . . , d}. In this way we obtain
βL(Y
c
1 ) = degL(Z1) +
d∑
t=2
degL(Yt) + kZ1/2−
d∑
t=2
kYt/2
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= βL(Z1) +
d∑
t=2
(degL(Yt)− kYt/2) = 0
which is a contradiction.
Third Step. Suppose that L is C1-quasistable at every T 3i,j -normalized tail of C.
We want to show that L is C1-quasistable at every subcurve of C containing C1.
Assume by contradiction that there are subcurves of C containing C1 at which
L is not C1-quasistable. Let Z0 ( C be a maximal proper subcurve containing C1
and such that βL(Z0) ≤ 0. The second step implies that Z0 is not T
3
i,j -normalized.
Let Ŵ be the maximal tail of T 3i,j such that (Z0, Ŵ ) is terminal and not perfect.
In particular, Z0 does not contain Ŵ
c, and Ŵ c does not contain Zc0 . Therefore, we
have Z0 ( Ŵ
c ∪ Z0 6= C, and hence βL(Ŵ
c ∪ Z0) > 0, by the maximal property of
Z0. Notice that C1 is contained in Ŵ
c ∧ Z0.
We claim that Ŵ c ∧ Z0 is T 3i,j-normalized. Assume by contradiction that there
is a tail W ′ in T 3i,j such that (Ŵ
c∧Z0,W ′) is terminal and not perfect. Notice that
Ŵ is different form W ′, because (Ŵ c ∧Z0, Ŵ ) is perfect, and hence (Ŵ ,W ′) is not
terminal. It follows that (Z0,W
′) is terminal. Moreover, by the definition of T 3i,j ,
either W ′ ( Ŵ , or Ŵ ( W ′. In the first case, we have Ŵ c ∧ Z0 ⊆ Ŵ c ⊆ (W ′)c,
hence (Ŵ c∧Z0,W ′) is perfect, which is a contradicion. In the second case, (Z0,W ′)
is perfect, by the maximal property of Ŵ , then one of the following conditions holds
W ′ ⊆ Z0, W
′ ⊆ Zc0, Z0 ⊆W
′, Zc0 ⊆W
′.
If W ′ ⊆ Z0 (respectively W ′ ⊆ Zc0), then Ŵ ⊆ Z0 (respectively Ŵ ⊆ Z
c
0), implying
that (Z0, Ŵ ) is perfect, a contradiction. If Z0 ⊆ W ′ (respectively Zc0 ⊆ W
′), then
Ŵ c ∧ Z0 ⊆ Z0 ⊆ W ′ (respectively (W ′)c ⊆ Ŵ c ∧ Z0), and hence (Ŵ c ∧ Z0,W ′) is
perfect, again a contradiction. The proof of the claim is complete.
Since C1 is contained in Ŵ
c ∧ Z0 and Ŵ c ∧ Z0 is T 3i,j -normalized, it follows
from the second step that βL(Ŵ
c ∧ Z0) > 0. By [12, Lemma 3] and recalling that
βL(W ) ∈ Z+ 1/2 · Z, for every subcurve W of C, we have
βL(Z0) ≥ βL(Ŵ
c ∪ Z0) + βL(Ŵ
c ∧ Z0)− βL(Ŵ
c) ≥ 1− βL(Ŵ
c).
By the definion of L and since k
Ŵ c
= 3, we have
(13) βL(Ŵ
c) = degL(Ŵ
c) + k
Ŵ c
/2 = degOC(2P−Q−Q′)(Ŵ
c)− k
Ŵ c
/2 = 1/2,
and hence βL(Z0) > 0, which is a contradiction.
Fourth Step. Suppose that L is C1-quasistable at every T 3i,j-normalized tail of
C. We want to show that L is C1-quasistable.
Assume by contradiction that L is not C1-quasistable and let Z0 ( C be a max-
imal proper subcurve among the subcurves of C at which L is not C1-quasistable.
It follows from the third step that C1 is not contained in Z0 and hence βL(Z0) < 0.
Moreover, the second step implies that Z0 is not T 3i,j-normalized. Let Ŵ be the
maximal tail of T 3i,j such that (Z0, Ŵ ) is terminal and not perfect. In particular,
Ŵ c does not contain Zc0 , and hence Ŵ
c ∪Z0 is strictly contained in C. Since C1 is
contained in Ŵ c∪Z0, again by the third step we have βL(Ŵ
c∪Z0) ≥ 1/2. It follows
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from (13) that βL(Ŵ
c) = 1/2. Since kW1∪W2 ≤ kW1 + kW2 , for any subcurves W1
and W2 of C, we get
βL(Z0) ≥ βL(Ŵ
c ∪ Z0)− βL(Ŵ
c) ≥ 0,
which is a contradiction.
Fifth Step. Suppose that L is C1-quasistable at every Ti,j -normalized tail of C.
We want to show that L is C1-quasistable.
Assume by contradiction that L is not C1-quasistable. It follows from the fourth
step that there is a tail Z of C and a tail W in T 1i ∪ T
1
j ∪ T
2
i,j such that (W,Z)
is terminal and not perfect. If (kZ , kW ) = (1, 1), then Z ∈ {W,W
c}, hence (W,Z)
is perfect, a contradiction. If (kZ , kW ) 6= (1, 1), then using Lemma 3.4 we see that
kZ ≥ 2 and kW = 2, and either TermW is contained in TermZ , and hence Z is
equal to one of the two tails W and W c, or #(TermZ ∩TermW ) = kW − 1. In both
cases (W,Z) is perfect, which is a contradiction. 
We are ready to state and prove the main Theorem of the paper, containing a
modular interpretation of the Abel–Ne´ron map (12). Recall that f : C → B is a
regular local smoothing of a nodal curve C with irreducible components C1, . . . , Cp,
where B is the spectrum of a Henselian DVR with residue field k. Keep the notation
of Section 2. Let C˙ be the B-smooth locus of C. The B-smooth locus of C2 = C×B C
is C˙2 = C˙ ×B C˙. For every {i, j} in {1, . . . , p}2, set
(14) Zi,j :=
∑
W∈Ti,j
W,
where Ti,j is the set of nested tails of C with respect to (i, j), and
C˙i,j := C˙
2 ∩ (Ci × Cj).
An easy computation shows that C˙2 ×B C is smooth. Since C˙2 ×B C is smooth, it
follows that C˙i,j ×Zi,j is a Cartier divisor of C˙2×B C, for every (i, j) in {1, . . . , p}2.
Consider the family of curves ρ : C˙2 ×B C → C˙2, where ρ is the projection onto the
first factor, and the invertible sheaf L˙ on C˙2 ×B C/C˙2 defined as
(15) L˙ := (ξ∗I−2Σ|C ⊗ I∆1|C3 ⊗ I∆2|C3)|C˙2×BC ⊗OC˙2×BC
− ∑
1≤i,j≤p
C˙2i,j × Zi,j
 .
For every (i, j) in {1, . . . , p}2, recall the definition of OTi,j introduced in (11).
Theorem 6.3. Let C be a nodal curve C defined over an algebraically closed field k,
with irreducible components C1, . . . , Cp. Let f : C → B be a regular local smoothing
of C, where B is the spectrum of a Henselian DVR with residue field k. Fix smooth
points P , Q and Q′ of C contained respectively in C1, Ci and Cj, where (i, j) is
in {1, . . . , p}2. If Ti,j is the set of nested tails of C with respect to (i, j), then the
invertible sheaf
OC(2P −Q−Q
′)⊗OTi,j
on C is C1-quasistable. In particular, let σ : B → C be a section of f through the
B-smooth locus of C such that σ(Spec(k)) is contained in C1 and set Σ := σ(B). If
E is the canonical polarization on C/B, then the Abel–Ne´ron map α2
I−2
Σ|C
: C˙2 → JσE
is induced by the invertible sheaf L˙ on C˙2 ×B C/C˙2 defined in (15).
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Proof. Let CK be the generic fiber of f . We claim that the second statement of the
theorem follows from the first one. Indeed, notice that
L˙|CK×BCK×BC ≃ (ξ
∗I−2Σ|C ⊗ I∆1|C3 ⊗ I∆2|C3)|CK×BCK×BC
and, for every (Q,Q′) in C˙i,j , we have
L˙|ρ−1(Q,Q′) ≃ OC(2P −Q−Q
′)⊗OTi,j
where ρ : C˙2 ×B C → C˙
2 is the projection onto the first factor and P = σ(Spec(k)).
Therefore, if we prove the first statement of the theorem, then L˙ induces a morphism
from C˙2 to JσE which is equal to α
2
I−2
Σ|C
, because it coincides with α2
I−2
Σ|C
over the open
subset CK ×B CK of C˙2 and JσE is a separate scheme.
We prove now the first statement. Let (i, j) be in {1, . . . , p}2 and let P , Q
and Q′ be smooth points of C contained respectively in C1, Ci and Cj . We set
L := OC(2P−Q−Q′)⊗OTi,j . To show that L is C1-quasistable, we will use Lemma
6.2. Let Z be a Ti,j-normalized tail of C. If kZ = 1 and C1 ⊆ Zc, then Z is in T 1i
(respectively in T 1j ) if and only if Ci ⊆ Z (respectively Cj ⊆ Z), hence degZ L = 0
and L is C1-quasistable at Z. If kZ = 1 and C1 ⊆ Z, then degZ L = − degZc L = 0,
and L is C1-quasistable at Z. Therefore, we can assume kZ ≥ 2. Set
t+Z :=
∑
W∈T 2
i,j
∪T 3
i,j
W⊆Z or Z⊆W
#(TermZ ∩TermW ), t
−
Z :=
∑
W∈T 2
i,j
∪T 3
i,j
W⊆Zc or Zc⊆W
#(TermZ ∩TermW ).
Since item (iii) of Lemma 3.4 implies that (Z,Z ′) is free, for every 1-tail Z ′ of C,
we have
degZ L = degZ OC(2P −Q−Q
′) + t+Z − t
−
Z .
In the sequel, we will use several times the following observation following from
the construction of the set Ti,j : for each s in {2, 3}, there is at most one Z-terminal
tail W1 in T si,j such that W1 ⊆ Z and at most one Z-terminal tail W2 in T
s
i,j such
that Z ⊆ W2. Similarly, there is at most one Z-terminal tail W3 in T si,j such that
W3 ⊆ Zc and at most one Z-terminal tail W4 in T si,j such that Z
c ⊆W4.
Case 1. Suppose that Ci ∪ Cj ⊆ Z and C1 ⊆ Zc. If W is a Z-terminal tail
in T 2i,j ∪ T
3
i,j , then either W ⊆ Z or Z ⊆ W , because Z is Ti,j-normalized. In
particular, we have t−Z = 0, and degZ L = −2 + t
+
Z .
If kZ is 2 or 3, then it follows from Corollary 4.2 and Corollary 4.6 that there is at
least a Z-terminal tail contained in T 2i,j ∪ T
3
i,j . In particular, we have 1 ≤ t
+
Z ≤ kZ ,
hence −1 ≤ degZ L ≤ −2 + kZ , and in this way −kZ/2 ≤ degZ L < kZ/2.
If kZ ≥ 4, then it follows from Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 5.2 that t
+
Z ≤ 4, where
the equality holds if and only if one of the following conditions holds
(i) there are W,W ′ in T 3i,j such that W ⊆ Z ⊆W
′ and #(TermZ ∩TermW ) =
#(TermZ ∩ TermW ′) = 2.
(ii) there are W,W ′ in T 3i,j and W
′′ in T 2i,j such that W ⊆ Z ⊆ W
′ ∧W ′′ and
#(TermZ ∩TermW ) = 2, #(TermZ∩TermW ′) = #(TermZ ∩TermW ′′) = 1.
If kZ = 4, then Lemma 5.4 implies that (i) and (ii) do not hold, hence t
+
Z ≤ 3
and −kZ/2 ≤ degZ L < kZ/2. If kZ ≥ 5, then | degZ L| < kZ/2.
Case 2. Suppose that Ci ⊆ Z and Cj ∪ C1 ⊆ Zc. If W is a Z-terminal tail
in T 2i,j ∪ T
3
i,j , then Z ⊆ W , because Z is Ti,j-normalized. In particular, we have
t−Z = 0, and degZ L = −1 + t
+
Z .
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If kZ is 2 or 3, then notice that t
+
Z ≤ kZ − 1. Indeed, if t
+
Z = kZ , then it would
follow from Lemma 5.3 that there is a tail W in T 2i,j ∪ T
3
i,j such that Z ⊆ W and
TermZ ⊆ TermW . Since Z and W are tails, we would get TermZ = TermW , and
hence Z =W , which is a contradiction because Cj ⊆W \ Z. Thus, if kZ is 2 or 3,
then −1 ≤ degZ L ≤ −2 + kZ , and hence −kZ/2 ≤ degZ L < kZ/2.
If kZ ≥ 4, then Lemma 5.2 implies that t
+
Z ≤ 2, and hence | degZ L| ≤ 1 < kZ/2.
Case 3. Suppose that Ci ∪Cj ∪C1 ⊆ Zc. If W is a Z-terminal tail in T 2i,j ∪ T
3
i,j ,
then either Z ⊆ W or W ⊆ Zc, because Z is Ti,j-normalized, and hence degZ L =
t+Z − t
−
Z .
Assume kZ = 2. We claim that t
−
Z ≤ 1. Indeed, if t
−
Z = 2, we have two cases. In
the first case, there are tailsW in T 2i,j andW
′ in T 3i,j , such that Z,W
c, (W ′)c satisfy
the hypotheses of Lemma 5.3, which is a contradiction. In the second case, there is
a tail W in T 2i,j ∪ T
3
i,j such that TermZ ⊆ TermW and W ⊆ Z
c, which implies that
W is equal to Zc, again a contradiction, because C1 is contained in Zc \W .
We also claim that t+Z ≤ 1, and if the equality hold, then t
−
Z = 1. Indeed, assume
that t+Z ≥ 1. We have two cases. In the first case, there is W in T
2
i,j ∪ T
3
i,j such
that #(TermW ∩TermZ) = 1 and Z ⊆W . In this case, it follows from Lemma 5.5
that t−Z 6= 0, and hence t
+
Z = t
−
Z = 1. In the second case, there is W in T
2
i,j ∪ T
3
i,j
such that Z ⊆W and TermZ ⊆ TermW , which implies that Z is equal to W , again
a contradiction because Ci is contained in W \ Z. In this way, if kZ = 2, then
degZ L = t
+
Z − t
−
Z , and it is −1 or 0.
Assume kZ = 3. We claim that t
−
Z ≤ 2, and if the equality holds, then t
+
Z = 1.
Indeed, if t−Z = 3, then applying Lemma 5.1 to Z
c, we see that there is a tail W in
T 3i,j such that TermZ = TermW and W ⊆ Z
c, and hence W is equal to Zc, which
is a contradiction because C1 is contained in Zc \W . Therefore, we have t
−
Z ≤ 2.
Furthermore, if t−Z = 2, then using again Lemma 5.1 we get a tail W in T
3
i,j such
that W ⊆ Zc and #(TermZ ∩ TermW ) = 2. In this way, Lemma 5.6 implies the
existence of a Z-terminal tail W ′ in T 2i,j such that Z ⊆W
′, and hence t+Z = 1.
We also claim that t+Z ≤ 2, and if the equality holds, then t
−
Z = 1. Indeed, if
t+Z = 3, then it follows from Lemma 5.3 that there is W in T
3
i,j such that TermZ =
TermW and Z ⊆W , and hence Z is equal toW , which is a contradiction because Ci
is contained in W \ Z. Furthermore, if t+Z = 2, then we have two cases. In the first
case, there is a tail W in T 3i,j such that #(TermZ ∩ TermW ) = 2 and Z ⊆ W , and
hence the hypotheses of Lemma 5.5 are satisfied. In the second case, there are tails
W in T 2i,j and W
′ in T 3i,j such that #(TermZ ∩TermW ) = #(TermZ ∩TermW ′) = 1
and Z ⊆W ∧W ′, and hence the hypotheses of Lemma 5.7 are satisfied. In any case,
the cited Lemmas imply the existence of a Z-terminal tailW ′′ in T 2i,j∪T
3
i,j such that
W ′′ ⊆ Zc, hence t−Z = 1. Thus, if kZ = 3, then | degZ L| = |t
+
Z − t
−
Z | ≤ 1 < kZ/2.
If kZ ≥ 4, it follows from Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 that t
+
Z ≤ 2 and t
−
Z ≤ 2, and hence
| degZ L| = |t
+
Z − t
−
Z | ≤ 2. To show that the condition −kZ/2 ≤ degZ L < kZ/2
holds, we only need to rule out the case degZ L = kZ/2 = 2. But, if degZ L =
kZ/2 = 2, then kZ = 4, t
+
Z = 2 and t
−
Z = 0, and using Lemmas 5.5 and 5.7 as we
did in the case kZ = 3, we would get t
−
Z ≥ 1, which is a contradiction.
In the remaining cases where C1 is contained in Z, we can apply what we proved
so far to Zc, and we obtain −kZ/2 < degZ L ≤ kZ/2. 
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Example 6.4. Let C → B be a regular local smoothing of a nodal curve C as in the
figure, and fix smooth points P , Q and Q′ of C such that P ∈ C1 and {Q,Q′} ⊂ C4.
C1
C5C2
C3
C4 C6
The curve C has no 1-tails. The set of nested 2-tails (respectively 3-tails) of C with
respect to (4, 4) is T 24,4 = {C4, C4 ∪ C5} (respectively T
3
4,4 = {C3 ∪ C4 ∪C5 ∪ C6}).
Set L := OC(2P −Q−Q′)⊗OC(−C3 − 3C4 − 2C5 − C6)|C . We have
degC1 L = degC3 L = 1, degC2 L = −2, degC4 L = degC5 L = degC6 = 0,
and hence L is C1-quasistable, as predicted by Theorem 6.3.
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